
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 17
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Example. Irrational rotations are generically ergodic. ·a)
N

X

Proof, let i be an irrational rotation, i.e. Tto her Y

some GT AR. Suppose towards a contradiction t
7 Buire meas. Et-invariantits B, B" i.t.

neither is meagre. By the 100% lana, I wonempty open

webs U, V sit. Y is 100% B and V is 100% B?

Since U and W are ab unions of open intervals/sequate,
we may assume WLOG ht U of Vane open intervals.
Becase Idense orbit (in fact all orbits), we can rotate enough times
nex, so ItTh(U) 1V+0. Since T(B) =B and

T is homomorphism (maps meagre to meagre and open
-4to open), it follows lt1 (n) is still 100% B.

Thus, the womengty open
setTY(U)1U is both 100%

is and 100% BC, contradicting tht s' is a Baire space.

Wet. For a graph a on a vertexset X, a (proper colouring
ofh is a

map
c:X-Y, her come it, such at



adjacent vertices in a receive different c-values (called
colours). " When X is a Polish space, a Boel

fresp. Bairemens)proper colouring of he is a Borel (resp.
Baire meas.) map

c: X -> Y, for some Polish,par Y

le.g. Y ==30,1,2) with discrete retrial that is a proper couring.
When Yis ctbl, this is equivalent to each colour being
Bonel (resp. Baire weas)

Recall/AD.Agragh I can be coloured with 2 colours
if and only if he is bipartite (c=> doen't have
old cycles).

Proof. . An odd cycle cannot be coloured with a colours.

=IAC. We coose a point xe in each component (
and colour vertices in (blue iftheir
distance from X, is even al red, otherwise.
Bene there are no old cycles, Hare

won't be adjacent vertices whose distance
from he has the same parity.

Example. Gip per an irrational rotation to admits a Borel



colouring with3 cours

Propf. ·Ty Each colour is a finte union ofhalf-open
N

·a) oxintervals.

Corollary (from yea. eodicity). There is no Baire meas. (in partic
cular, no Bonell colouring oftheirrational rotar
tion grath with 2 colours.

ProofSuppose butis such a colouring, i.e. there are
Baire meas. Lets B, B" i.t. T(B) =B?

88
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Since to is a homeomorphism, B is meagre it

BC is meage, hence both are commeagre bease
S' is a Baine space. Butbold is al BC are

T2-invariant of TI= Tax, which is still an
irrational rotation, have gear ergodic, a antradiction.

Other Graphs:Hanning graph and Go. We define a graph He

on 2I, called the

eage between x,342amning effecta bit



(i.e. index). · is In Hanning graph on
2.

Prop. Hanning graph is bipartite (t) doesn't have odd
yulal.

Proof. The wordinate-wise binar sun over a cycle has

tobe the all-0 sequence 89 Ums, it must have
even number ofsummands. In other words,
each flipped bit has to be flipped back.

Thus, using AC, we can colour the Hanning graph Hoon 2"

can be coloured with2 colours.

Obs. Theconnectedmen equirrelfor the Hanning graph
Ho on 2 is eventual equality, which is devoted

by Ee,i.e. x Eby () v8n x(u) =y(u),

Each lEo-class in oftl, has here are continuum
may can,

i.e. Ho-mponents.

Theorem. TheHamming gray He doesn't have a Baire meas.



colouring with itbly many
colours.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary letthere isa Baire meas

colouring c:2"->IN, in other words each colour ("(n)
is Baire meas. Since 2N =hp"(n), one of these
colours cial has to be noumeague. By the 100% leana,
Here is a noneyty open

set a that is 100% that

cour Bi=c"(n) (say blue). Sin U is a disjoint union of

cylinders, we may assume If I itself is a linder,
i.e. U =(w] Gr some finite word we2.

~ItM-swo?ions ofa
mage

at e
still meage. (Changing one bit is a homeo-

morphism).
map fa:2"->2" which flips thee.nd
itmaps won a (wi.

let bit;he length (w), is a homeomorphism,

for has ho way B1(wO] Onto is" (WI], which
is a contradiction since the former is vomwengre chile

the latter is meagre.



Om can defice an angelic graph Go, a subsist of
the Hanning gragh Ho, which has the same renected

maponents, so each Go-emponent is a spanning tree
of an Ho-component. Fix a dense set 332:RENNY?
>* of finite sequences such tet length (su) =K.
(This exists by a homework exercise.)

So is defined as follows:xnly in 24 are adjacent
if IR sit. y

=smbuz al x =Sabz, where
b =30,1 a 5 =

=1- b.

Fact. TheGo-connectedmen relation is still to.
Proof. HW

Fact 2. Go is acyclic.
Proof. HW

Almost the same proof as for Hanning graph shows:

Theorem. Go doesn't have a Baire was colouring with

othly may
colours.



Note but ifI isa graph on a Polish

space X al I Boel graph homonorphism
h:2- X from Go ho h, ten a also

doesn't have a Baine meas, of colouring (by compar
itiol.

Sodichotomy (Kechris-Solecki-Todorcevic). Leta be

a Bovel graph on a Polich space X (i.e.
the edges ofa form a Bovel subset of X2).

Then:

either:I has a Bowel cttl colouring
or else:Icontinuous graph-homomorphism

h:2N - Xfrom Go to G.


